
Action Learning Pathway 
This is retrospective; I did not include my diploma ALP as a design because it was not of a sufficient 

standard. Instead, I have included an ALP for becoming a tutor as one of my 10 designs.
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Evaluation
This is a brief evaluation of my diploma pathway:

What went well?

-I have applied permaculture in a wide range of situations.

-Every design taught me something and I enjoyed all of them.

-Even the designs that were not implemented taught me a lot, I enjoyed doing them and may use aspects of them 
in the future (I particularly hope to use aspects of the goat design).

-My design skills have improved, I feel the design process now comes naturally and I can use it in a diversity of 
situations, with or without a specific framework.

-I have a range of design tools at my disposal which I am comfortable using.

-There are certain designs which I am particularly pleased with.

-I helped other people through some of my designs.

-I have used the design process to help me in my own life (including in design work not part of my 10 designs).

-I am becoming more involved in the permaculture community.

What went less well/was difficult?

-A lot of my projects were not implemented, not implemented as fully as I would have liked, or came to an end 
prematurely (e.g, the polytunnel collapsing in the snow).

-I feel my projects were small and of limited impact compared to other diploma portfolios.

-It took me longer than planned to finish the diploma, consequentially I could not accredit under the old system.

-I often did not get around to recording the yields of implemented land-based designs.

-I was keen to have another implemented land based design in my portfolio but this did not happen; because of 
this I am not fully confident in my implementation skills, and slightly dissatisfied with my portfolio.

-Not writing up projects as I went along prevented me learning some lessons from my earlier projects that might 
have applied to my later ones, I did not realise how valuable writing an evaluation could be.

What would I do differently?

-Write up projects as I went along.

-Find other designers to work with to boost my confidence and increase chances of implementation.

-Keep better records of costs and yields.

-Put more energy into designing an ALP and keeping it updated, as I have for my tutor learning pathway.

Lessons for the future?

-It is not a disaster if progress along a pathway is slower than planned.

-Setting up systems for record keeping and evaluation will be beneficial in the long run and I will be glad I did it.

-I can learn a lot even from projects that 'go wrong'.

-Building my confidence could be a long slow process: I can't expect the huge leaps in confidence I had in my 
early 20s.

-Just because I don't lead, motivate or organise groups or big projects it does not mean I don't have valuable 
skills.
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